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[Editor"s Note:
For newer members who haven't met him, Gene has
remained, through moves from Delaware to Texas to Illinois, a
longtime CMM and DVPS member and faithful contributor to both--as
well as, regrettably, a vertebigot.]
In his book Wonderful Life, Stephen Jay Gould uses the term Lagerstatten ("mother lode") to describe
those rare fossil deposits where
the conditions for fossilization
were so good that the paleontologist has the opportunity to view a
broad representation of past life,
including those organisms that possessed few hard parts suitable for
ordinary fossilization conditions.
Wonderful Life is about the Burgess
Shale, but in his book Gould mentions some of the other gieat
Lagerstatten, including Mazon
Creek fossils of Illinois.

Tullimonstrum

gregarium

When I moved to Chicago I assumed I would have to give up collecting for a few years, since I couldn't picture myself spending hours collecting (ugh!) invertebrates.
We bought a home in
extreme southwest Cook County, about 30 miles from Chicago, and
for the first few months I was busy settling'into our new home.
Several months later, I skimmed one of my books on general paleontology.
When I got to the section on enigmatic fossils, I was
suddenly reminded that the "Tully monster," Tullimonstrum gregarium, is found only in Illinois.
The locality was marked as
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Will County, Illinois.
With the Will County border a mere halfmile from my home, I began to think that this assignment wouldn't be the fossil equivalent of being sent to Siberia after all.
I attended a meeting of a local fossil club, the Chicago Area
Paleontological Society (CAPS), and met several people interested
in fossils.
One of them invited me to his house to see his
collection.
His Mazon Creek collection consisted of dozens of
drawers filled with more than the well-preserved
leaves I had
expected, although good plant material was there in abundance.
There were also fishes of many types, polychaete worms, sea
cucumbers, mollusks, shrimp-like arthropods, spiders, horseshoe
crabs, insects, jellyfish, and of course tullies.
Before long I
reached that bewildered state of saturation which often results
when too much information comes in too fast for me to learn it
all
• but I knew that from that point on I was hooked.
Mazon Creek fossils are found primarily in Will, Kankakee, and
Grundy Counties in northeastern Illinois, as well as Fulton
County in west-central Illinois.
The fossiliferous siderite
concretions are found in the Francis Creek Shale member of the
Carbondale formation (Westphalian D Stage of the Pennsylvanian
System--about 290 million years old).
Comparable Pennsylvanian
concretions are also found in Indiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, and
Europe.
Mazon Creek concretions were first discovered in the
early 1800s along the banks of Mazon Creek where the Francis
Shale is exposed.
With the advent of shaft mining for coal in
the mid-1800s, the concretions, which are in a layer overlying
the Colchester NO.2
Coal, were brought to the surface by the
thousands and put in spoil heaps.
Strip mining, which began in
the 1920s, brought many more fossils to light.
The best collecting area for animal remains, Pit-l1, was operated "as a strip
mine from 1945 to 1974.
To date, several hundred species of
plants and animals have been described from Mazon Creek.
Mazon Creek is unusual in being a Lagerstatten near a big city
with a large number of amateur collectors.
Professional and
amateur paleontologists
have had an excellent cooperative
relationship in the area, with the result that thousands of
excellent specimens have been provided to the professional
community for study.
The late Dr. Eugene S. Richardson, Jr., of
the Field Museum is said to have done more than anyone else to
build this mutually beneficial partnership.
Today that tradition
is carried on by the Mazon Creek Project, operating out of
Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU) under the di~ection of
Dr. Chris Ledvina.
NEIU issues permits to collect at Pit-ll.
The Mazon Creek biota consists of two distinct depositional
environments, termed Braidwood and Essex.
Fossils consist almost
entirely of plant material, with occasional arthropods and vertebrates, all representing a terrestrial/fresh~ater
environment.
Braidwood concretions often contain beautifully-preserved
leaves
from tree and seed ferns and the starlike leaf whorls of Calamites stems.
Horseshoe crabs, which at the time (according to
one author) may have been arboreal, are found in the Braidwood.
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The Essex biota, an ancient shoreline marking the boundary
between two environments,
is located south of the Braidwood biota
area.
In the Essex, animals outnumber plants, and the plants are
usually smaller and less well-preserved
than in the Braidwood.
The fauna is clearly brackish-marine.
The most common Essex
fossil is the jellyfish Essexella asherae.
Most of the original Mazon Creek localities were former
strip mines that have since been covered over in a process called
reclamation (I thought they looked okay before reclamation).
All
the remaining Mazon Creek localities are on private property
where collecting is generally not allowed.
Fortunately, Pit-1I,
which is owned and used by Commonwealth Edison as the cooling
pond for the Braidwood Nuclear Generating Station, is still
available to the public for collecting.
The area is administered
by the Illinois Dept. of Conservation,
and permits to collect are
issued by NEIU.
Permit holders are allowed two guests each.
Collecting in Pit-II is in some ways similar to collecting at
Aurora.
One must search numerous spoil piles for the fossiliferous concretions that weather out.
Most of the serious collectors have a boat, since the best spoil piles can only be reached
by water.
To find out what your concretions contain, you must
open them, which is best done by taking them home and leaving
them outside in a bucket of water during the winter.
The repeated freezing and thawing will cause them to split along the
weakest plane, usually the one containing the fossil.
Attempts
to speed the process along with a hammer usually result in broken
fossils, so it is best to allow nature to do the job.
In the three years since I arrived in Illinois, I have spent many
hours climbing the hills at Pit-II.
I have also had the opportunity to visit a couple of sites that have since been reclaimed.
In that time most of my best finds have come from Pit-II.
Among
them are an acanthoidian (a representative
of the group that
includes the first jawed fishes); two agnathans (jawless fishes),
Hayomizon pieckoensis and a much rarer Pipiscius zangerli;
several species of polychaete worms, which preserve beautifully;
sea cucumbers; shrimp-like arthropods of several species; numerous specimens of the "fish louse" Cyclus americanus; and a few
partial insects.
Of course, I have also collected numerous Tully
Monsters, though only a single reasonably complete one.

Bandringa

rayi

Reconstruction

Bandrinqa
Pit 11

rayi
concretion

THANKS TO THIS ISSUE'S CONTRIBUTORS: GENE HARTSTEIN, STEVE BRADY,
MIKE ELLWOOD, MIKE GOTTFRIED, CRAIG DeTAKPLE, AND LINDA HERITAGE.
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SUMMER FOSSILING

OPPORTUNITIES

MAZON CREEK: The Chicago Area Paleontological
Society would like
to host a group of interested members of the Calvert Fossil Club
for a trip to Pit-11.
CAPS members would provide the boats and
passes for the folks from Calvert.
Calvert members would be
responsible for transportation
to the Pit and for lodging.
It's
probably a 15-hour drive from the D.C. area to Chicago, but there
are many sites that could be visited in-between, making for a
nice four-day weekend.
Collecting equipment is similar to that
used in Aurora and the summer heat is about the same.
The only
additional equipment required is some kind of containers (e.g.
buckets) to put the concretions in. If you are interested in
such a trip sometime this summer, call Donna Richardson (301-8724240); express interest before March 15 (commitment can be worked
out later).
She will work out the details with Gene Hartstein.
SOUTH DAKOTA: Every summer Craig DeTample returns to his old
stomping grounds to collect fossils.
He announces that the New
Jersey State Museum will be working in S. Dakota and offering a
course on August 10-21.
It will involve collecting and documenting vertebrates in marine sediments of Cretaceous age, including
mosasaurs, plesiosaurs, turtles, and fishes.
Biostratigraphy
of
the shales will be emphasized.
This year will feature a search
for fossils in the Pierre Shale on the Crow Creek Indian Reservation along the S. Dakota "Great Lakes," with the generous permission of the Crow tribe.
College credit is available through the
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology. The fee is $300.00,
which covers tuition, fees, and collecting materials. Food, camping, and transportation costs to S. Dakota are your responsibility. Car pooling is usually possible from Trenton, N.J. For more
information or application, see Craig or contact David C. Parris,
Curator of Natural History, New Jersey State Museum, CN-530, 205
West State St., Trenton, NJ 08625-0530; phone (609) 292-6330.
SALTVILLE, VA.: Saltville fossils range from 15,000 to 10,000
years B.P. Fossils include musk ox, mastodon (Thomas Jefferson was
sent a mastodon tooth from here in 1782), mammoths, and giant
ground sloths; artifacts (Clovis spear points) are also found.
The collecting team uses archaeological methods to collect both
fossils and artifacts.
Project goals are to locate and investigate paleoindian sites, recover fossils, and reconstruct the
environment and climate of the Saltville valley.
Craig DeTample
is preparing registration materials now and you can register at
CMM.
There are two sessions: July 12-25 and July 26-August 8.
There are more openings in the second session.
The cost, which
includes food and housing but not transportation to Saltville, is
$660 for CMM members ($680 for nonmembers). Those interested call
Craig DeTample at 410-326-2042.
NEBRASKA BADLANDS: Well-known Florida fossil~r Frank Garcia leads
4-day trips every summer to Crawford, NE for collectors who wish
to find land mammal specimens (mostly Miocene). Trips are May 2531} June 15-21, June 29-July 5, August 31-Sept. 6, and Sept. 28Oct. 4. Cost is $1150.
Contact Ecphora editor for more info.
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RECENT FOSSIL

ACTIVITIES

AT CMH

With the very able assistance of Wally Ashby and our new parttime cataloguer, Pat Fink, the CMM fossil collection, which includes many specimens collected and donated by club members, is
being catalogued and systematically
arranged in new metal storage
cases.
So far, we have catalogued all the land mammals, sea
birds, crocodiles, and sea turtles.
Most of the marine mammal
and bony fish specimens are numbered, and the shark teeth are
well under weigh.
Meanwhile, Pat is making good headway on
cataloguing the invertebrates.
We hope the entire collection
will be organized and catalogued by the end of this year, after
which we will enter all the records into a computer program.
Eventually, the collection will be moved into the renovated
schoolhouse (the old CMM building), where it will put on movable
storage units.
Some larger specimens (e.g. whale skulls) may
have to be kept in a separate building.
As described in the last Ecphora, planning and design work continue for the new Miocene fossil hall. This March, Curator of
Exhibits Curt Bowman and I will go to Cape Town, South Africa, to
look at Great White Shark skeletons in the South African Museum.
This is the first stage in our project to build a complete reconstructed skeleton of C. megalodon for t'he new exhibit. Curt and I
will give a talk on this project on Saturday, May 30 at 7:30 p.m.
(see "Coming Events").
We hope many club members will attend.
Late last fall we received a very favorable response from the
National Science Foundation to our Phase I proposal for partial
funding of the new exhibit.
We are now writing the more detailed
Phase II proposal, which, if successful, will provide nearly half
the estimated amount needed for building the exhibit.
On the research front, I"ve been working with Dave Bohaska and
Frank Whitmore on a paper that reviews the distribution and
overall diversity of fossil whales and dolphins from the local
Miocene.
The paper will eventually come out in a special volume
based on the fossil marine mammal symposium held at the last Society of Vertebrate Paleontology meeting (see last Ecphora).
Specimens from CMM, including some collected by club members, are
mentioned in the paper. You might also be interested to know
that fossil dolphin material at CMM is being studied by Sue
Dawson, a graduate student at the University of Pennsylvania.
Watch in the next few months for a new, updated version of Wally
Ashby~s Fossils of Calvert Cliffs.
He's made some changes to the
1986 edition, but the overall format will remain the same.
If you've collected anything unusual or interesting, or want a
specimen rD"d, feel free to stop by. And please keep in mind
that when our new Miocene fossil hall opens,'we'll need more
volunteers to help with fossil programs and staffing our prep
lab--give me a call if you think you might be interested.
Happy
hunting!
--Hike Gottfried, Curator of Paleontology, CNN
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TRIP REPORTS
Lee Creek and Harleyville: The Thanksgiving weekend trip provided
unusually nice weather in the upper 60s-lower 70s, fantastic for
the season.
Several members met in Greenville, N.C. on Friday
for some screening in Green Mill Run (a.k.a. Hepatitis Creek) to
find Cretaceous, reworked Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene
sharks' teeth and belemnites.
Several very nice C. carcharias
teeth, one large reworked C. megalodon tooth, many Squalocorax.
sp. teeth, and lots of whalebone were collected.
At Lee Creek, participants included Steve and Teresa Brady, Pat
and Mel Gotsis, Joe Bernstein, Ron Ison, Matt Andrea, Eric
Thompson, Melissa Manwaring, Donna Richardson, Sandy Roberts,
Everett and Merrill Wilcox, Dennis Wright, Steve Gladhill, Tom
Parks, Dick and Bob Grier, Debbie Burdette, Elizabeth Slaughter,
Bobby Treat, Barbara Miller, Sue Gabriel, Neil Hoffman, Pam and
Bob Platt, Chuck Ball, Rita McDaniel, Mike and Susan Jarboe, Dale
and Patricia Stream, Dave Siegert, Lloyd Gleason, Gordon and
Sheryl Austin, George Fonger, Mike Ellwood, and Arlene Gleason.
Since we were taken to a relatively new section of the mine,
everyone came out with something nice.
Standouts included over
six large C. megalodon teeth, one beautiful 4" black C. augustidens tooth, a "megamouth" shark tooth, a modern Carcharodon
tooth, several very large sperm whale teeth, an 18" section of
sperm whale jaw with 5 broken teeth still in it, an intact sand
dollar, and a bonita (fish) skull.
The only unfortunate part of
the day was that two collectors, one from CMM, had to be removed
from the mine for violating safety requirements.
This must stop
or collecting there will be prohibited!! [see President's note].
The five diehards (Mike Ellwood, George Fonger, Bob Green, Dale
and Patricia Stream) who went on to Harleyville found several
good-sized Nebrius teeth, a Cylindracanthus beak, and a section
of possum jaw with a molar in it. Of interest at Harleyville was
a large leatherback turtle found in the Santee limestone; the
collector had found it several weeks earlier, but had to get a
truck to retrieve it.
--Hike Ellwood & Steve Brady
Westmoreland/Stratford:
On a VERY chilly December 7 at a VERY
early hour (7:00--fifteen minutes before sunrise), five hibernuts
(Debbie Burdette, Chuck Ball, Donna Richardson, Steve Brady, and
Joe Bernstein) met at the rest stop on the Virginia side of the
Potomac River bridge to go hunting at Stratford and Westmoreland.
Steve brought along some of his recent finds from Lee Creek,
including a 5" sperm whale tooth (see Lee Creek trip)._ The group
proceeded by a maze of back roads to Westmoreland State Park,
stopping at a convenience store called Tyler's Historyland Store
just north of the park entrance.
Besides chips and coke, the
store features a huge display case filled with finds from Westmoreland.
Alas, the CMM hunters weren't so ,lucky. Though it
warmed up somewhat, the finds averaged about two good makos apiece; Debbie and Chuck, lingering in the rear, each came up with
a 1"-2" C. megalodon tooth.
When the tide started in, a few kept
hunting while some returned by land (the extra-mile uphill-overland route) and some by sea, through about 3' of water.
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COMING

EVENTS

(NOTE:
All the CMM fossil club field trips are limited.
You must
call in on the date and time indicated--NOT BEFORE.
You may only
call in for yourself and immediate family members; "family membership" extends only to the spouse and children of a paying member. A single member (one without spouse or children) may call
in for him or herself and one other fossil club member.
All other friends and family must be paying members and call in separately.
Only current members of both fossil club and CMM can go
on trips. Call Sandy Roberts (410-586-1791) about club membership.
Feb. 29 Saturday. Field trip to Gore, Va. (about 90 mi. west of
D.C.) Middle Devonian Mahantango formation. Trilobites,
other invertebrates in hard rock (bring hammer). For time
and meeting place call trip leader Mike Ellwood from Feb.
22 onward, evenings after 6, 301-434-1032.
Mar. 7, 8 Saturday, Sunday. DVPS Fossil Fair at Philadelphia
Academy_ Come for one or both days to describe Maryland
fossiling to eager adults and kids.
See DVPS displays,
oldest museum collection in U.S.
For information and
volunteering call Sandy Roberts, 410-586-1791.
Mar. 21, 22 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday (to 5 p.m. Sunday). Montgomery County Gem, Mineral and Lapidary Show at Montgomery County Fairgrounds in Gaithersburg, MD. VOLUNTEERS ARE
NEEDED to man (and woman) our fossil club display table.
Call Mike Ellwood, 301-434-1032, if you can help.
Mar. 21 Lee Creek. Not an officially-sponsored
CMM trip. Limited
spots available. Bus leaves mine parking lot 9 a.m. Bring
pen and line up by bus at 8:45 to receive and sign release forms. Call in to Steve Brady, March 8, from 10
a.m.-noon only. PLEASE RESPECT MINE REPS BY FOLLOWING
SAFETY RULES. VIOLATORS WILL BE EJECTED FROM MINE. NO
WARNINGS.
Apr. 11 ANNUAL MEETING, FIELD TRIP AND PARTY, courtesy of Larry
and Connie Smith, Matoaka Cottages, St. Leonard, MD.
(301-)586-0269. Arrive any time to collect. Business
meeting around 7 p.m.; also party (bring food and drink
to share), show and tell (bring fossils, photos, slides).
Take rte. 4 south.
About 8 mi. south of Prince Frederick, go left (east) at Calvert Beach Rd. sign.
Go
through St. Leonard.
Look for sign on left for "Matoaka
Cottages" (about 1 mi. from Rte. 4). Turn left at sign
on gravel road; park to right of circle.
THIS IS A TENTATIVE DATE; IF IT CHANGES, NOTICES WILL BE SENT.
Apr. 25 Saturday. 10 a.m. Calvert Marine MUSeUM.
See work in
progress on new museum fossil exhibits.
Bring fossils
for identification. Limit 12. Call in to Steve Brady,
April 5 10 a.m. onward, 410-257-9113.
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Kay 30

Saturday. CMM Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. Lecture: "Building
the Fossil Great White Shark."
CMM Curator of Paleontology Mike Gottfried and Curator of Exhibits Curt Bowman
will discuss the museum's plan to build a full-sized
skeletal reconstruction
of C. megalodon. Talk includes
slides and video of Great White specimens from their
recent visit to the South African Museum at Cape Town.
NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT

I hope everyone had a happy New Year and that last year was
filled with all the fossil-hunting excitement you wanted.
Last year our club had a few problems that need to be addressed.
Unfortunately, a lack of respect and inability to follow collecting site rules were among these.
Therefore, as of January 1.
1992. any member who cannot abide by site rules and be courteous
to the trip leader, as reported by this leader or by hosts on a
site, will be immediately dismissed from the club.
Dismissed
members will not have dues refunded.
The names of such persons
will be exchanged with other clubs in the area.
I and other
officers of the club feel this is necessary, since the behavior
of such people directly affects the whole club's reputation and
access to sites, especially Lee Creek.
I have no doubt complete
cooperation will be given by all members.
Hay we all have a
happy and prosperous year collecting.

Steve Brady
President? CHHFSC

CMH Fossil Club
P.O. Box 97
Solomons. HD 20688
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